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Dante's Dream: A Jungian Psychoanalytical Approach by Gwenyth E. Hood
Abstract
This review presents a discussion of Gwenyth E. Hood's recent book, Dante's Dream: A Jungian
Psychoanalytical Approach. The review focuses on the Jungian methods that Hood utilizes, as well as
important questions about the identity and construction of mythopoeic literature that Hood's discussion
raises.
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Cognita, the “Land Not Yet Known.” With this, maps became invitations to
explore the lands not yet known. The final essay, written by Chris Riddell,
covers his entry into the world of books and reading, guided by librarians. In
his and Paul Stewart’s fantasy series The Edge Chronicles, librarians are the
heroes, as they should be.
In some ways, the subtitle is a misnomer. This book isn’t really an atlas
as one normally thinks of a modern atlas. There’s no way to take the individual
maps and create a definitive map of an area. But one could argue that you can’t
truly do that with a modern atlas either. This is a wonderfully illustrated book
that one could spend hours just looking at the maps contained. The maps are of
fictional places as well as a plentitude of maps from before the 1600s, when
“factual maps” were often drawn by cartographers that were listening to the
tales of mariners and explorers and the maps were then as reliable as the tales.
This is an excellent addition to the literature.
— Susan M. Moore

D ANTE ’ S D REAM : A J UNGIAN P SYCHOANALYTICAL A PPROACH .
Gwenyth E. Hood. Berlin, Boston MA: De Gruyter Medieval Institute
Publications, 2021. 189 p. ISBN 9781501518225. $92.99.

A

T THE END OF THE INTRODUCTION TO GWENYTH E. HOOD’S Dante’s Dream: A

Jungian Psychoanalytical Approach, she writes:
For modern readers, a focus on Dante’s personal dream-journey may
offer the best way into his poem. The reader will encounter him and his
culture through the human circumstances revealed in the dream-images,
as he searches for wholeness. On the way, we learn that experience,
though differently interpreted, makes its demands upon traditional
understandings while evoking new insights. (Hood 21)

Dante’s Dream, holding this exegetical aim of approaching the poetry through
Dante’s experience as its main conceit, therefore attempts to achieve a number
of different—yet related—goals. They are:
1. Situating Dante’s Divine Comedy within the larger arc of his life and
experience, examining the personal, social and creative elements of his
surrounding milieu;
2. Engaging with the dream narrative that Dante constructs, using
Jungian psychoanalytic methods as an interpretative apparatus; and
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3.

Using the increased insight and clarity that the Jungian approach
provides to connect Dante’s experiences and themes to us, his
contemporary readers.
Hood structures the book in order to provide us with the necessary background
to inform our approach to Dante’s poetry. She begins in her Introduction with a
general overview of both Dante’s sociohistorical context and Jungian
psychoanalysis, and sketches a broad psychoanalytic interpretation centered
around the concepts of archetypes, individuation, and active imagination. The
following chapters then examine some of Dante’s earlier works—particularly La
Vita Nuova—and details of his personal life before turning to the Divine Comedy.
Once into the text itself, she takes a primarily linear approach, drawing out
Jungian insights along the way that Dante wends through the afterlife.
Notably, Hood’s text could also have been titled Dante’s Dream[s], as
the dream-vision in 1300 that led to the creation of the Comedy is not the only
one mentioned—La Vita Nuova is an earlier example of Dante’s use of poetry to
present dreams and visions, and both this text and his dreams of Beatrice are
treated with as much gravity as the Comedy (Hood 5, 55-57). Hood explains in
great detail different traditions of approaches to dreams, from antiquity through
to Dante’s contemporaries in the Renaissance. Hood has clearly engaged in
meticulous scholarship, which allows those readers who are not already versed
in early modern culture and history to develop a strong grasp of the pieces and
players with which she is working. The inevitable downside when presenting a
great deal of complex and often fragmentary information is that its readers may
become confused—Ciacco or Boccaccio? Malacoda or Macrobius?—and this is
very possible given the breadth of Hood’s presentation and her apparent desire
to leave no stone unturned, but her voluminous footnotes helped to keep this
reader on track (in Chapter 1 alone, there are 131 footnotes).
Also of note: the Introduction and Chapters 1-3 take up just over half
of the content of Hood’s book. In these three sections, we see the prefatory
material, Dante’s biography, and an examination of his early works. Chapter 3
continues these strands and starts to tie together some analysis, examining
Dante’s relationships with Beatrice and his wife in the context of the Jungian
Anima and Eros. It is not until Chapter 4 that Hood gets to the more concrete
work of examining the text of the Comedy. Chapters 4-8 focus on the Jungian
Shadows that appear in Hell (with a discussion of Limbo), the Wise Old Man
represented by Virgil, and prepare us for Chapters 9 and 10—which take us out
of the depths Hell and towards the light of Heaven. These final two chapters are
quite short, foregrounding the Jungian Self and the successful termination of the
individuation process. The conclusion is rather brief and takes the form of just
the final paragraph; this reviewer would have preferred to read more about the
thematic lessons we may draw from Dante’s Jungian dream-quest and what this
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research could mean for Dante studies, psychoanalytic criticism, and our own
inner mental lives more broadly.
To this reviewer, there seem to be two particularly salient questions
that emanate from Hood’s scholarship: first, how effective is the Jungian
approach for her stated intent of applying the psychoanalytic lens to Dante and
his texts? Second, does Hood’s work situate Dante’s dreams effectively within
the larger scope of mythopoeic literature?
In terms of the Jungian analyses themselves, Hood does well—her
descriptions of the various Shadows that Dante confronts, of Virgil as the Wise
Old Man and the rest of her arguments are sound and well-supported with
Jung’s writings. The caveat to this is that the Jungian insights are not always the
center of attention; they are often nested within broader discussions of the text
or historical background. One additional point of consideration, especially for
those who are not already versed in Jungian psychoanalytic theory, is that these
interpretations may seem confusing. Because Jung wrote so much (the R.F.C
Hull translation/Princeton University Press edition is a full 20 volumes), it can
be very easy to lose one’s way in all of the arguments and theories presented—
especially since Jung himself was not always terribly clear. Hood describes the
phenomena she engages with articulately, but could have more explicitly
presented the framework she chose to use (archetypes/individuation/active
imagination)—this would allow less well-versed readers some more structure
for approaching the text. Hood argues for her chosen Jungian interpretation
primarily due to the religious, “mythological imagery of dreams,” which is a
reasonable warrant (Hood 7).
Importantly, Hood makes explicit one of her psychoanalytic
assumptions very early on, writing, “Any psychoanalytical approach must
concern itself with the author’s life, even when (as in Dante’s case) what is
known of that life is a slender core of facts served up by wrangling experts with
discordant interpretations” (Hood 23). I first applaud her directness—but I find
this statement a bit too strong. There is a robust school of psychoanalytic
theorists who, in fact, argue that there is no metatheoretical requirement to
necessarily connect the work and the author. Bernard Paris, amongst others, has
argued persuasively for the value of mimetic psychoanalytic criticism—
particularly its value for those characters who are “realistically drawn” (Paris 6).
One may debate whether Dante’s characters, caricatures as they are, qualify as
realistically drawn. But some theorists take an even stronger position. Kaplan
and Kloss take this bridge further, writing, “Fictional characters are
representations of life and, as such, can only be understood if we assume they
are real” (4). This willingness to pass over the author in psychoanalytic
criticism—and in literary studies more broadly—is not new, not least since
Barthes declared the author dead in 1967 (Barthes 148).
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That said, Hood’s work is not the first to tack towards the author’s
mind. It very clearly recalls the exemplar of this subgenre, Bonaparte’s work on
Poe—just with a change of theoretical apparatus from Freudian to Jungian: in
fact, this similarity runs as deep as both critics’ assignations of meaning to the
authors’ early bereavements (Obaid 183). In psychoanalytic circles, this brand of
criticism has fallen into some ill repute, as it can invite both reductiveness and
subjectivity in critics’ interpretations (Wright 39-40). Hood does fall into this
trap in her research, primarily through overly-strong presentations of her
psychoanalytic theories. For example, she writes in the first chapter that “The
early loss of mother and father must have affected Dante deeply” (Hood 27,
emph. mine). She follows with a clinical, evidential proposition from Brockman,
that childhood bereavement can interfere with emotional development, but then
quotes Brockman making the same mistake: he claims that “[Dante] repressed
the mourning of his parents and displaced his grief . . . onto the later loss of
Beatrice” (Hood 27; Brockman 36-38). The issue is not that these psychoanalyses
are incorrect or implausible—in fact, I find them quite possible. The issue is that
in both of these statements, and in other claims throughout the book,
interpretive theories are presented as facts. One of the common complaints
about psychoanalysis is that it is unverifiable and often unsupported; here, we
again see arguments whose conclusions are underdetermined by the data
available to us. This is the main methodological controversy of Dante’s Dream—
but if these sorts of claims were more muted, it would not be an issue.
However, Hood’s biographical approach highlights an interesting
theoretical phenomenon: because Dante structures the Comedy as a framed
narrative through the dream-vision, there are multiple possible angles of
interpretation, especially for psychoanalytic critics. In fact, I see three Dantes
implied by Hood’s approach: primary Dante, the living and breathing man who
wrote the text; primary-secondary Dante, a reflection of the living man in the text,
functioning as a psychological reflection of the author; and secondary Dante, a
fully fictive character within the Comedy. Then, of course, there is the reading
subject, which other brands of psychoanalysis may investigate. Hood primarily
tackles primary Dante—the Dante of our world who wrote the text as an act of
active imagination (Hood 14). In the discussions of her later chapters that
examine the events of the Comedy, the Dante who acts and thinks in his journey
from Hell to Heaven is a reflection of the primary Dante—he is primarysecondary, a vessel for the mundane Dante to take part in the secondary world.
Hood does engage with primary-secondary Dante, but with the intent of
learning more about primary Dante. Hood herself does not answer the question,
but implicitly raises the point of consideration: what about secondary Dante—
that is, Dante as a purely narrative construct? This is where mimetic criticism
could come in. The author of the Comedy—primary Dante—does strive to state
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that the text is a reflection of his experience (his dream), but that does not
preclude critics of New Critical or mimetic psychoanalysts from analyzing the
motivations and experiences of his characters. A more mimetic Jungian reading
placed in dialogue with Hood’s existing arguments would be both compelling
and novel. But regardless, the within-without construction of Dante’s analytical
identity—at the same time separate from, encased within, and existing in both
realms—that derives implicitly from Hood’s work is an interesting insight that
will also help elucidate the second main consideration—Dante’s Dream within
the larger scope of mythopoeic literature.
Dante studies is a large field with many facets; Hood’s engagement
(through Jung) with the explicitly dreamlike/visionary aspects of the text, in
conjunction with her discussion of archetypes, suggests that her scholarship is
taking a mythic-based approach, and she does say as much explicitly. Again, I
submit that the Comedy is both within and without. As Hood notes, Dante takes
a role (through his work) of modifying the prevailing conceptions of some
religious doctrines, like the role of Limbo (Hood 115). If we take the Christian
spiritual tradition out of its religious context and view it ecumenically, there is
a strong history of viewing Biblical stories as mythical (see Every 1970). In this
way, then, Dante is functioning as a mythopoetic author, in the vein of Tolkien
or (perhaps more appropriately) Lewis: he is creating and modifying the shared
myths of his culture. And, in fact, he could be considered a particularly
successful one: even as the Bible does not describe Hell as made out of concentric
circles—its mandala-like structure in Hood’s phraseology—the Dantean
terminology has stuck in our contemporary discourse in the hundreds of years
since the Comedy was initially published (Hood 19-20).
If a major requirement of mythopoeia is the construction of a wondrous
secondary world, then Dante’s imagined Hell and Heaven—replete with men
turned to trees and Dis with three heads trapped in ice and a God made of three
circles of ineffable light—seem to succeed in creating a dramatically successful
secondary world, one capable of eucatastrophe and characters’ growth; Hood
argues both for Dante’s psychological growth over the course of the text and for
changes within Virgil’s experience of the afterlife and his possible salvation text
(Kuznets 20; Tolkien 68-17; Hood 153-155). At the same time, though, Hood
clarifies how Dante’s work seems to have been intended as a conscious critique
of his historical surroundings: the repeated references to contemporaneous
malefactors, from Count Ugolino to Brunetto to Filippo Argenti, threaten to pull
us readers out of the secondary world and plunge us back into the petty political
squabbles of our mundane history that the poetry is striving to overcome in the
service of suggesting larger thematic and moral points. That could easily despoil
the wonder that is part and parcel of the mythopoeic project. Hood’s meticulous
discussions about all of these characters who are transplanted from the primary
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world further widens the gap between the characters as narrative mechanisms
and constructs them as real people about whom Dante had thinly-veiled
opinions. And even though Dante draws upon a bevy of characters who either
helped create major Western myths—or are mythical characters themselves—
like Charon, Virgil, Minos et al, they often are one-dimensional, with the
exception of Virgil. Like clockwork, the ferryman takes the dead across the
Acheron, the tailed demon judges, and all continue in the mandala-like,
numerologically clear system that Dante constructs; the characters within the
sub-creation are not so much vibrant as chess pieces being played by the author
against his secondary-world self as they are cogs in a wheel. This suggests that
the text’s autobiographical quality may detract from its success as a work of
mythopoeia.
I cannot propose a resolution to this question—whether the Comedy is
mythopoeic or not—one way or the other, but the fact that it is raised as a result
of Hood’s work is intellectually valuable for those interested in mythopoeic
literature, and the text offers a great deal of fodder for reflection. This is doubly
true in that the Comedy is so distinctly different from other, more well-known
works of mythopoeic literature like The Lord of the Rings or the Chronicles of
Narnia, which are more often fantasy works.
So, in conclusion: Gwenyth Hood’s book Dante’s Dream: A Jungian
Psychoanalytical Approach shines light on a difficult text, situating it within the
author’s larger social and historical experiences. By doing so, she examines the
Dante within the Comedy as a direct reflection of the author’s mind, using the
contents of the dream to see archetypes reflected, individuation processes
experienced, and unconscious conflicts worked through. Presenting a sound
Jungian reading, her specific perspective raises interesting questions about what
similar readings from different perspectives on the characters might offer.
Similarly, her work implicitly raises valuable uncertainties about the nature of
mythopoeic fiction, uncertainties that certainly warrant further investigation by
future scholars. All told, though there are some methodological choices in the
psychoanalysis that might rub some committed mimetic psychoanalytic critics
the wrong way, Hood offers an interesting and meticulously-researched
perspective on how Dante’s life and experiences formed his Divine Comedy, and
how the writing of the Comedy—or, more correctly, his visionary experience that
led to the Comedy—formed him.
—Liam Butchart
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T HE M ODERN M YTHS : ADVENTURES IN THE M ACHINERY OF THE
P OPULAR I MAGINATION . Phillip Ball. University of Chicago Press, 2021. 9780-226-71926-9. $30.00 hardcover or Kindle.
modern stories, initially fixed
Hand published in a specific text by? Particularly
an individual author—how do they come
OW DO STORIES BECOME MYTHS

to be our common property, timeless, recognizable in all of their mutations, just
like the classic myths of our ancestors? And what was it about the Victorian era
in particular which proved such fertile ground for this process? Of course we
need myths, and we need myths that can help us face the modern world; this is
the rich vein which Neil Gaiman worked in American Gods, for example. But why
these myths in particular?
In The Modern Myths (winner of the 2022 Mythopoeic Scholarship
Award in Myth and Fantasy Studies), Phillip Ball examines this question
through the examples of Robinson Crusoe (1719), Frankenstein (1818), The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886), Dracula (1897), The War of the Worlds (1897),
the Sherlock Holmes stories (1887-1927), and the multi-platform Batman mythos
(1939-). Though technically, all of these sources should be considered multiplatform, as one characteristic they share was nearly instant translation into
whatever other media were current at the time of their writing, and continuing
transformation in new media over the decades since. And as Ball points out, it
is these translations and transformations that have much to do with turning
them into myths: “They are stories that lend themselves to many reworkings,
some barely recognizable as versions of the original form” (15).
Ball also characterizes them as “not consciously invented, merely
crystallized—often unwittingly and messily, though sometimes with a degree
of genius—by their first teller” (15). He expands on this in his chapter on The
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